Do the Units need cleaning?
Yes because the unit’s mechanism depends on
the reflection of light and excessive dirt may
therefore hamper the effectiveness of the unit.
Are the beams harmful to humans and other
animals?
No. The reflection may be an irritant but it is not
harmful.
Will it chase away all of the birds?
No. We do not claim that the Eagle Eye™ unit
will chase away all birds. There are always some
stubborn persistent birds that refuse to give
up their favorite roosting spot. They can only
be removed through a culling program or by
spiking their roosting/nesting spots. On average
up to 80% reduction in bird infestation can be
expected.
How long will a normal car battery last if that
is the power source?
Up to two months.
Can more than one Eagle Eye™ unit work off
1 solar panel?
Yes, two units can run off a 10W solar panel and
five units off a 20W, provided the wire does not
exceed 25 meters in length.
How long before the birds return if a unit
breaks?
Once a bird has moved to another roosting spot,
it will not easily return because it’s perching and
roosting patterns have been broken.
Does it work for all bird kinds?
No. Most predator birds appear to be unaffected
by the units. Further testing on various other bird

species is required. It only affects birds while they
are in flight therefore, chickens and ostriches are
safe.
How do I know how many units I will need for
my site?
1. Follow the spotting and placing guidelines on
our website.
2. Photos/plans of your building or problem 		
areas can be sent to our e-mail address and
we will gladly assist you in assessing your site.
3. Contact our office via e-mail and we will 		
arrange for a professional consultation if there
is one in your area.
The Eagle Eye bird chaser is the most effective open
area bird deterrant in the world today.

Please visit our website www.eagleeye.co.za for
references or for further information please contact:

w w w. p e s t I T. c o m
Level 1, 33 - 35 Captain Cook Drive,
Caringbah, NSW Australia 2229
PO Box 530 Bangalow, NSW, Australia 2479
Phone 02 6687 8151| Fax 02 6687 9151
Email: sales@pestIT.com

www.eagleeye.co.za

not affect sitting birds but hinders the bird at
the angle which they come in to land at their
destination. Once chased away from their sitting
position the bird will eventually not return to
where the Eagle Eye™ is installed.
•

An Optical bird scarer approved and
recommended by the Department of
Nature Conservation.

•

The first bird scarer to harmlessly relocate
birds successfully from unwanted areas
such as * Buildings, * Airstrips, * Farm lands, *
Silos, * Golf greens, * Public Areas, – etc.

•

The Eagle Eye™ bird-scarer does not harm
the bird in any way.

•

Up to 80% reduction in bird infestation
within 3 months!!

Manufactured and patented in South Africa,
this product is the new revolutionary discovery
underwritten by Cape Nature Conservation.
The Eagle Eye™ is the new prototype developed
over a period of time and has gone through
thorough tests in all areas during this time. We
can now with confidence market and support it.
The Eagle Eye™ works by reflecting light beams.
The light bands, including the ultraviolet and
infrared bands in the light spectrum are reflected
back to the bird imitating the presence of a
predator bird. This causes the bird to deviate
in flight and fly to another destination. It does

An important aspect of the Eagle Eye™ is that it
works in line of sight. If there are obstacles in the
way of the beams, more units will be needed to
cover the specified areas on the different height
levels.
Installation trials should run for at least 3 months,
after which bird infestation will be reduced by up
to 80%.
“Using the Eagle Eye Bird-Scarer is an environmentally
friendly, cheap and effective way of preventing bird
damage on wheat trials”.
Dr Francois Koekemoer, Wheat R&D lead, Monsanto, South Africa.

The Eagle Eye™ is fitted with a 12 volt DC motor
to make it turn at a specific speed, reflecting light
beams at constant intervals. It can be powered
by making use of a 12-volt transformer, a Solar
Panel or a 12 volt battery.
A time switch can also be used to switch the
Eagle Eye™ on and off as required.
The Eagle Eye™ functions optimally in direct
sunlight. Artificial light can be used for indoor
application or shady areas but is not as affective
as direct sunlight and more units will be needed
to cover the same area. (A specific light is
required.)

The reflective surface of the Eagle Eye™ is
manufactured from a strong ABS plastic material
that does not break during hailstorms.
A Service Level Agreement can be entered into
with your local agent to keep your Eagle Eye™
turning at all times. The monthly cost per unit is
based on a sliding scale, depending on the total
number of units bought by the client. This covers
all expenses or costs where repair or replacement
of the Eagle Eye™ is concerned.
Animal welfare institutions are all in favour of the
Eagle Eye™ because it is environmentaly friendly,
not harmful to any animals or environment and
will reduce the infestation of birds by up to 80%
within a three-month period.

QA

What happens in
cloudy weather?
As long as the unit
has been in use for
long enough to change the birds perching
and roosting patterns, then sporadic overcast
weather shouldn’t influence the effectiveness.

uestions and
nswers

Will the birds get used to it?
No. The Eagle Eye™ unit is specially developed
to irritate the light sensitive retina of the bird’s
eye. It is therefore extremely unlikely that a bird
could get used to the concentrated light beams.
Birds may however discover the shadow sides
and gain access through those approaches. The
longer the Eagle Eye™ unit is in place, the better
the results.

